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Filling Up
At Coastal Kayak we are big believers in the healing powers of the outdoors.
We feel so fortunate that, living where we do, we've been able to get outside

daily while still following social distancing guidelines. There is nothing like the
warmth of the sun on your face to lift and energize your spirits.
Sadly, we know that many of you don't have easy access to the outdoors and
getting outside may be risky sometimes. We wish that we could send some
sunshine your way! But know that as soon as we're allowed, we'll get you on the
water so that you too can fill your Nature Rx and get your vitamin sea.
Our hearts go out to all of those directly or indirectly affected by the virus. Stay
safe and well see you soon!
Mitch and Jen

Visit our website

Waiting - Planning - Prepping
Like you, we're anxiously waiting to hear the plans for reopening. In whatever
capacity we're allowed to open, WE WILL OPEN! The logistics for getting you
out on the water might have to change a little. But once you're on the water, it
will be the closest you can get to pre-pandemic days. Here are a few of our
ideas/plans for the start of Summer of 2020:





More availability/flexibility for bringing kayaks/paddleboards to you
Limited number of participants for kayak tours
Meet participants at tour sites instead of transporting in van
Disinfecting boats, paddles, and PFDs after each use

We know there will be other changes that we don't foresee at this time. But
we'll do whatever it takes to see your smiling faces again!

Kayaks To Go!
You get your pizza and groceries delivered - why not your kayaks and
paddleboards? We've always offered free delivery service with certain
restrictions. This year, to make it easier to avoid crowds, we'll be relaxing some
of our minimums and delivery area restrictions to accommodate your needs.
More details coming soon!

Your Summer Lid!
Just arrived!
Check out our Coastal Kayak hats in a variety of colors!
FREE SHIPPING on any hat order now through 5/31!
Must purchase online using code 2020LID!

Shop Now!

What's the Best Kayak for Me?
Spring is the most popular time of year for purchasing a kayak. It makes sense the water is warming, the sun is getting stronger - everyone wants to get
outside! With so much water in our area, kayaking is a great way to explore. If
you're wondering which type of kayak will be best for you, this article may help
you make that tough decision.

Read Article!

We're Hiring Guides!
Put your love of the outdoors and the water to good use! We provide training
for those motivated to learn. Click here for more information!
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